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POSITION PAPER ON GENE EDITING

“We are culturally programmed to misunderstand 
genetics, from the Hapsburg Lip to the way 

we talk about inheritance.  For the most part 
it matters for science. We should care about 

learning and understanding things so that they 
are as up to date as possible, and not beset by 

myth or misunderstanding.”
Adam Rutherford,  A Brief History of Everyone Who Ever Lived: the Stories in our Genes
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
New Zealand passed the HSNO Act in 1996 to 
regulate the research into and release of all living 
things that don’t already exist in New Zealand. Then 
we called a halt to any release of genetically modified 
organisms, in order to review the science and how 
people felt about it. 

In 2001, the Royal Commission on Genetic 
Modification reported back to the government, 
saying that New Zealand should keep its options 
open and proceed carefully – but that ‘continuation of 
research is critical to New Zealand’s future’. 

The research has continued, but so far only two 
applications to release genetically modified 
organisms have been approved by the regulator; both 
were vaccines for horses. It’s a wasted opportunity.

Things have changed a lot since 2001 – that’s 
pre-broadband, pre-Facebook, pre-smart phone. 
Eighteen years later the technology has improved, 
but successive governments have been too timid to 
keep our regulations up to date. 

Gene editing is not like the old ‘genetic modification’. 
Our policy relates to instances where no new genetic 
material is added. This has a lot more in common with 
the selective breeding we have done for thousands 
of years, only faster. Because of this similarity to 
selective breeding it is undetectable. Some of 
our trade partners are already using it - and some 
foods that we import from overseas may have been 
developed using gene editing.

Gene editing technology has the potential to treat 
a wide range of diseases with a genetic cause, 
ranging from cystic fibrosis, Huntington’s disease, 
and Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy to cancer and 
heart disease. 

Gene editing has the potential to solve many 
problems that New Zealanders struggle to solve. It 
could make kauri trees resistant to kauri dieback or 

be used to remove microplastics from water, helping 
to clean up our waterways and groundwater. Gene 
editing offers a precise, fast way of developing new 
plant varieties, such as plants that can cope with 
newly introduced pests or the effects of climate 
change. It could even solve our possum and rat 
problem, so that we can stop using 1080 poison. 

Why are we holding our scientists and businesses 
back from a new technology that has much in 
common with selective breeding - especially when 
our competitors are already using it?

The Opportunities Party’s policy is to change the 
regulations and speed up the approval process for 
Kiwi scientists to use gene editing. We want to see 
applications with clear environmental, social, and 
economic benefits approved for release, not shoved 
on the back burner. 

This will be done by narrowing the definition of a new 
organism in the HSNO Act. That means the plant 
varieties that our scientists develop will be held to 
the same standard as those we already import from 
countries such as the US. 

The regulations for traditional genetic modification 
(inserting new DNA) will remain the same. 

We will also empower the Environmental Protection 
Agency to review the best gene editing science from 
overseas, so we can take advantage of developments 
that could cure debilitating genetic diseases such 
as cystic fibrosis, which is the most common life-
threatening inherited disease in New Zealand. Around 
1 in 25 of us carry the CF gene.

The Opportunities Party’s gene editing policy is 
designed to help New Zealanders lead healthier 
lives, develop healthier crops, protect our precious 
environment, and benefit from leading international 
scientific developments.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to lay out the evidential 
base for TOP’s policy on the new gene editing 
technologies that have transformed the field formerly 
known as ‘genetic modification’.

CONTEXT
New Zealand’s legislation on GMOs is set out in the 
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996, 
which regulates research into and release of all living 
things that do not already exist in New Zealand, 
including those that are genetically modified. It 
applies to anything that can grow and reproduce. 
The Act was administered by the Environmental 
Risk Management Authority (and now by the 
Environmental Protection Authority). 

In 2000, the Government established a Royal 
Commission to consider genetic modification, and 
recommend any changes that should be made to 
the ‘legislative, regulatory, policy, or institutional 
arrangements for addressing …genetic modification, 
genetically modified organisms, and products.’

The Commission reported back in 2001, having held 
15 public meetings, 28 Maori consultation workshops 
and 12 hui, undertaken a survey of the general 
public, and received over 10,000 written submissions. 
The formal hearings lasted 12 weeks, involving 100 
Interested Persons and about 300 witnesses. At the 
end of that process, the Commission felt that New 
Zealand should keep its options open and proceed 
carefully. It adopted an intermediate position, 
acknowledging the importance of the technology, but 
rejecting the view that New Zealand should be free 
of GMOs, and also the view that genetic modification 
should be unrestricted. ‘Continuation of research is 
critical to New Zealand’s future.’

Major recommendations were:

1.     to establish a Bioethics Council, to be known as 
‘Toi te Taiao’ (to address ethical, cultural, and spiritual 
concerns about GMOs, principally expressed by 
Maori, that fall outside the scope of ERMA)

2.     to establish a Parliamentary Commissioner 
on Biotechnology, to monitor the development 
of technologies, review and audit New Zealand’s 

1   In 2001, two thirds of the written submissions from the public said that the use of genetic modification in food production was unacceptable, with more 

disadvantages than advantages. A few sought a total ban on GM food being either sold or grown in New Zealand.

regulatory framework, and undertake public education

3.     that MoRST develop a biotechnology strategy 
for New Zealand.

Of the three major recommendations, only the first and 
last were implemented.  Toi te Taiao was established 
in 2002 and disestablished in 2009. The many minor 
recommendations usefully tidied up regulatory 
procedures relating to GMOs, including provisions 
relating to research and to Intellectual Property. It 
recommended a new category of approval, between 
field-testing under containment and release, known 
as ‘conditional release’, so that research could be 
undertaken on organisms on their environmental 
impact, or to limit their location. A two-year moratorium 
on applications for release of GMOs was put in place in 
2001, and expired in 2003.

One of the key findings of the Royal Commission’s 
public survey was that public understanding lagged 
the status quo. An analysis of the views expressed 
showed that people were most concerned about 
genetically modified food, specifically with respect 
to its safety.1 Many wrongly thought GM crops were 
already being grown commercially in New Zealand 
(68%), while more than half were unaware that it was 
already applied to farm animals (57%).  In contrast, 
71% of New Zealanders were comfortable with the 
use of GM in medicine. Nearly two thirds thought 
it was acceptable in medical research (65%) and 
medicines and vaccines (64%).

One of the principles of the HSNO Act is ‘the need 
for caution in managing adverse effects where 
there is scientific and technical uncertainty about 
those effects’. Importers or researchers wishing to 
introduce, develop, or field test a new organism, 
including a genetically modified organism, must first 
obtain approval from the Environmental Protection 
Authority. But only two new organisms have been 
approved for release since 2003 – two animal 
vaccines for equine influenza, approved in 2008.

It is high time to review the regulatory framework for 
the development and release of new organisms.  The 
science has developed in ways that were unforeseen 
in 2003. For instance, a recent paper in Nature 
Medicine reports that one of the new generation 
of gene editing tools, CRISPR-Cas9, has stably and 
safely corrected a debilitating genetic disease, 
Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy, in mice. That means 
that there is hope for thousands of Duchenne’s 
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patients – and their families. ‘Most [Duchenne’s] 
patients are wheelchair-bound by age 10 and don’t 
live beyond their 20s or early 30s.’ 2   

Much more is known now about the safety of genetic 
techniques. Public opinion has also shifted. We discuss 
all of these topics in the remainder of this paper.

Some quick definitions
A gene is a set of instructions (a bit like a recipe) 
for making a protein. (A more formal definition is ‘a 
sequence of DNA that encodes a working protein’.) 

The genome is ‘the entire genetic material of an 
organism, the sum total of its DNA’.3

A genetically modified organism (GMO) is an 
organism (such as a plant, animal, or micro-organism) 
whose genome has been altered to include genetic 
material from elsewhere, in order to confer some 
advantage, such as being more drought tolerant. (To 
use the recipe analogy, it’s like substituting part of 
another recipe, such as ground almonds instead of 
wheat flour, to the original recipe to make your cake 
better in some way.)

Gene editing is a new and highly precise process 
that turns on or off a specific gene to confer some 
advantage (such as being resistant to a pathogen 
like myrtle rust or curing a single-gene disease like 
Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy).   No new genetic 
material is added to the organism’s genome. Mutations 
such as this can arise naturally. 

CRISPR-Cas9 is a highly accurate gene editing tool, 
adapted from a naturally occurring genome editing 
system found in bacteria. In 2015,  Science named 
CRISPR-Cas9 as ‘Breakthrough of the Year’.

We provide technical definitions below, pp. 9-12

THE REGULATORY 
FRAMEWORK
Until 2011, ERMA was responsible for regulating all 
research, importation, development, field-testing, and 
release of genetically modified organisms. In 2011, 
it was succeeded in that role by the Environment 
Protection Authority (EPA), which is responsible for 
new organisms as well as hazardous substances 

2  See https://www.technologynetworks.com/genomics/news/one-year-later-crispr-success-in-duchenne-muscular-dystrophy-model-315586

3  Adam Rutherford, A Brief History of Everyone who ever Lived: the Stories in our Genes, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 2016, p. 384.

(under the HSNO Act). It also has responsibility 
for proposals of national significance under the 
Resource Management Act. The NZ Food Safety 
Authority is responsible for food safety, labelling, and 
composition of food sold in New Zealand, including 
imported food and food ingredients produced using 
genetic modification.

Since the Royal Commission’s report, the expiry 
of the moratorium in 2003, and the subsequent 
amendments to the HSNO Act, the regulatory regime 
has not kept pace with the scientific developments. 
The precautionary principle has throttled innovation 
in New Zealand. 

Our scientists describe the HSNO Act as ‘the strongest 
regime in the world’. They comment that the precautionary 
principle has turned out to mean ‘do nothing’.  The 
number of trials under containment has fallen since 2003, 
and only two releases of GMOs have been approved 
under the HSNO Act. In 2008, two genetically-modified 
vaccines were approved for equine influenza.

Worse, there have been negative developments 
in the political realm. Recent years have seen 
considerable activism by local and regional authorities 
seeking a regulatory role for themselves. In 2015, 
the High Court found in favour of Whangarei District 
Council, Northland Regional Council, and others that 
local councils could control the regional use of GMOs 
under regional policy instruments under the Resource 
Management Act. Federated Farmers challenged 
the decision in 2016, with both sides declaring 
victory. The Minister for the Environment immediately 
announced that the government would review the law 
on GMOs. Councils proposing to prohibit GMOs in 
their resource management plans include Auckland 
Council, the Far North District Council and Hastings 
District Council, as well as Northland Regional 
Council and Whangarei District Council.  Notably, 
the Ministry for the Environment does not list the 
Resource Management Act as one of the other Acts 
relevant to the HSNO Act.

In 2017-18, the Royal Society of New Zealand 
undertook a major public information project on 
gene editing, holding public meetings and producing 
discussion papers to ‘encourage New Zealanders to 
consider potential uses of gene editing’. They explained 
the new CRISPR-Cas editing technology, provided 
several scenarios on potential applications ranging from 
pest control to medical applications, and encouraged 
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public feedback.4  No summary of public feedback 
received has yet been published. 

The former Prime Minister’s Science Adviser, Professor 
Sir Peter Gluckman, has commented publicly on 
the RSNZ work, saying that ‘New Zealand would fall 
behind other countries if we didn’t get access to 
promising innovations that use GM’.5 His successor, 
Professor Juliet Gerrard, a biochemist, has not yet 
announced whether she will be undertaking work on 
GE, though she is widely expected to do so in 2019.

The local authorities seeking to prohibit GMOs via 
their resource management plans typically cite ‘public 
opinion’ as the reason for doing so. But there is good 
evidence that public sentiment – in New Zealand and 
elsewhere – has moved on considerably since 2003.  We 
discuss this below. 

PUBLIC SENTIMENT 
ABOUT GENE EDITING 
Public sentiment on genetic technologies varies 
widely around the world. Unlike our main trading 
partners (Australia, China, the US), New Zealand 
has extremely strict regulations governing the 
development and release of genetically modified 
organisms. But are New Zealanders as anti-GE as 
everyone seems to think?

Worldwide, the consumption of foods derived 
from GM crops is rising rapidly. In 2010, GM crops 
were grown by 14 million farmers in 25 countries.6 
However, public acceptance of genetically modified 
foods varies by region. In the UK and Europe, 
public mistrust has been fuelled by food scares 

4  https://royalsociety.org.nz/news/participate-in-gene-editing-in-aotearoa-workshops/

5  https://www.nzherald.co.nz/the-country/news/article.cfm?c_id=16&objectid=12136237

6   James, 2010, quoted in Mather et al, ‘Social Stigma and Consumer Benefits: Trade-Offs in Adoption of Genetically Modified Food’, Science Communication, 

2011, DOI 10.1177/1075547011428183, p. 1.

7  Mather et al, 2011.

8  Some former anti-GE activists, such as Patrick Moore, the former President of Greenpeace Canada, or Mark Lynas, author of Seeds of Science: why we got it 

so wrong on GMOs (Bloomsbury, 2018), have criticized the anti-GE movement as being anti-science and anti-evidence. See Moore, Patrick (2011) Confessions of a 

Greenpeace Dropout: The Making of a Sensible Environmentalist. Beatty Street Publishing; https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/mar/09/mark-lynas-

truth-treachery-gm; https://www.radionz.co.nz/search/results?utf8=✓&q=Mark+Lynas+Seeds+of+Science&commit=Search

9   See https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2444569X18300064

10   Mather et al quote the French Academies of Sciences and Medicine which blamed the rejection and over-regulation of GM technologies in Europe on ‘a 

propagation of erroneous information’. Mather et al, ibid., p. 1.

11   ‘By 2014, 96% of cotton grown in the United States was genetically modified[7] and 95% of cotton grown in India was GM. India is the world’s largest producer 

of cotton.’  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bt_cotton

12   Food and Drug Administration, https://www.fda.gov/Food/IngredientsPackagingLabeling/GEPlants/ucm461805.htm

13   https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/ucm059098.htm

amplified by ‘fear appeals in the news media’.7 
Despite the definitive statements about the safety 
of GM foods made by august scientific bodies such 
as the WHO, the American Medical Association, 
the US National Academy of Sciences, the French 
Academies of Sciences and Medicine, and the Royal 
Society, London, organisations such as Greenpeace 
still denounce GM technologies as dangerous.8  In 
2016, 129 Nobel Laureates joined in a campaign 
to convince green parties and the public that they 
should support the use of GMOs, especially for 
the sake of the developing world.9 Yet because of 
scaremongering and disinformation promulgated by 
the media in the UK and Europe, GM technologies 
have been under-used and over-regulated.10

In the US, however, genetic technologies are widely 
used in food production, and have been so for nearly 
30 years. The FDA notes that ‘foods from GE plants 
were introduced into our food supply in the 1990s. 
Cotton, corn and soybeans are the most common 
GE crops grown in the U.S.11 In 2012, GE soybeans 
accounted for 93 percent of all soybeans planted, and 
GE corn accounted for 88 percent of corn planted.’12 
Further, the FDA ‘regulate[s] human and animal 
food from genetically engineered (GE) plants like we 
regulate all food’.  Labelling of food that has (or has 
not) been derived from genetically engineered plants 
is voluntary, though the FDA provides guidance.13

Notably, the application of genetic technologies to 
medicine does not arouse the same anxieties in non-
scientists. Using gene editing to cure diseases of 
genetic origin such as cystic fibrosis or Duchenne’s 
muscular dystrophy is usually considered a good thing 
(saving innocent children from a nasty disease that will 
ultimately kill them) whereas using it to create more 
nutritious foods is more likely to be construed as a bad 
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thing (‘Frankenfoods’). 

A recent piece of  social science research, conducted 
by the Institute for Future Environments at Queensland 
University of Technology, showed that people 
interviewed in the street in Brisbane about the potential 
of gene editing were overwhelmingly likely to be 
positive. When asked, ‘What would you like to see gene 
editing used for?’, they saw the potential for health 
benefits from more nutritious foods and environmental 
benefits from using it to rid Queensland of cane toads. 
When asked ‘What should we not do?’, they mentioned 
‘designer babies’. Only 2 out of the ~80 people 
interviewed connected ‘gene editing’ with ‘GMOs’.14 

It is generally assumed that the New Zealand public 
holds negative views about GM technologies, especially 
those used in food. It is likely that this misapprehension 
is behind local authorities seeking to declare their 
region ‘GMO free’.15 However, this assumption has been 
tested by research, which shows that, on the contrary, 
New Zealanders are more likely to be positive about 
GM foods if they are given information about the health 
benefits and there is a price differential. 

In 2007, some illuminating systematic research into 
public sentiment was undertaken in five European 
countries and New Zealand – several years before 
the invention of the CRISPR-Cas9 editing tools. 
Conventional fruit labelled variously ‘organic’, ‘spray-
free genetically modified’, or ‘conventional’ was 
set out on real fruit stalls on the outskirts of urban 
areas in the six countries. It was priced at varying 
price levels: the median market price in that locality, 
the median market price plus 15%, and the median 
market price minus 15%. A total of 2,736 consumers 
visited the stall experiments in the six countries. 
New Zealand consumers preferred the fruit labelled 
‘organic’ (46%) over the ‘conventional’ (27%) or 
‘spray-free genetically modified (27%) when the 
price was set at the median market price. Of the 
six countries, the New Zealand customers were the 
most positive about the ‘genetically modified’ fruit 
(compared with those in Germany 22%, Sweden 21%, 
France and Belgium 21%, and UK 17%). 

But when a price premium of 15% was added to the 
‘organic’ fruit and a discount of 15% was made to 

14  https://research.qut.edu.au/pnan/projects/engagement-in-advanced-biotechnology/

15   See, for instance, http://purehawkesbay.org and http://web.gefreenorthland.org.nz/press-releases/ge-free-northland/00239-northland-communities-urge-

northland-regional-council-to-prot

16   Knight, John G. et al, ‘Acceptance of GM food – an experiment in six countries’, Nature Biotechnology, Vol 25 No 5, May 2007, pp. 507-8.

17  Mather et al, op. cit. 2011, p. 3.

18  Ibid., p. 6.

the ‘spray-free genetically modified’ fruit, 60% of 
the New Zealand customers bought the ‘spray-free 
genetically modified’. The market share of ‘organic’ 
and ‘conventional’ fruit at the New Zealand stall 
dropped to 20% apiece. (The results for the European 
countries followed a broadly similar pattern, with the 
Swedes being most enthusiastic of the Europeans 
about  ‘spray-free genetically modified’ fruit at 43%.) 
The authors commented that a significant percentage 
of consumers ‘appear willing to choose GM food 
provided there is a price advantage coupled with a 
consumer benefit’.16

Despite the public debate still going on in Europe, 
Mather et al (2011) point out that ‘a vast amount of GM 
product enters the European food chain as domestic 
animal feed, and numerous food products containing 
GM ingredients are found on European supermarket 
shelves.’17 They make the point that consumers’ stated 
preferences with respect to GM foods are different 
from their revealed preferences, noting that ‘in real 
food-purchasing situations, the price-quality heuristic 
may over-ride perceptions based on socially desirable 
concerns and affective judgements; in SP situations, in 
contrast, societal conscience may override the price-
quality heuristic’.18 That is, what people say they would 
do, when their decision may be subject to scrutiny by 
others, and what they would actually do in real life, may 
be different.

In 2016, the US FDA determined that the transgenic 
salmon produced by AquaBounty (a US company) 
was safe to eat. The AquaBounty salmon is the first 
genetically modified animal approved for human 
consumption. Three New Zealand researchers 
undertook some research to test ‘consumer 
willingness to purchase this product, with or without 
a defined consumer benefit, in a real market setting 
in Norway – a country known to be very resistant to 
GM food.’ They found that ‘presence of a defined 
consumer benefit … seems essential if GM salmon 
is to be accepted … in a sceptical country such 
as Norway, and in markets where GM labelling is 
mandatory.’ However, they noted that ‘in market 
where labelling is not compulsory (e.g. the United 
States), GM products – even those of animal origin 
– may well succeed, despite a lack of specified 
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consumer benefit.’19 That is, without labelling people 
will buy on price and perceptions of quality.

The implications of the US 
approach to gene editing 
for New Zealand
Modern gene editing techniques, such as CRISPR-
Cas9, leave no traces in the organism’s genome. 
No test exists (or could exist) that would be able 
to distinguish a gene-edited plant from a variety in 
which the genetic change had arisen in nature. GE 
food labelling in the US is voluntary. There is therefore 
no mechanism by which the New Zealand consumer 
can identify whether a food, such as a fruit, imported 
from the US is the result of gene editing or not.

New Zealand’s regulatory regime therefore holds New 
Zealand scientists to a far higher standard than the 
one it applies to the foods created by US scientists, 
grown by US farmers, and imported for consumption 
by New Zealanders. 

Yet, as we have seen from the research, if GM foods had 
a well-explained consumer benefit and a lower price, a 
significant proportion of New Zealanders would buy them. 

And the Australian vox. pop. research conducted by 
the Institute for Future Environments at QUT suggests 
that Kiwis would be receptive to the use of gene 
editing technologies to create environmental and 
health benefits. The New Zealand equivalent of cane 
toads would be possums or kauri dieback. Research is 
needed to determine whether Kiwis would embrace 
gene editing to eradicate possums and obviate the 
need for 1080 poison, but the auspices are good. 

CHANGES IN THE SCIENCE
Since the Royal Commission reported in 2001, the 
science has been developing apace. New techniques 
have been developed, notably CRISPR-Cas, a gene 
editing technology that does not introduce new 
genetic material into the target organism, but instead 
edits the genome to confer an advantage. It offers a 
wide range of potential applications, from modifying 
yeasts to treating human diseases of genetic origin.

19   Mather, Damien et al., ‘Marketplace response to GM animal products’, Nature Biotechnology, Vol 34 No 3, March 2016, pp. 236-238.

Review of relevant 
techniques for the 
production of GMOs
In this informal review we have reviewed only 
techniques that cause stable genetic modifications, 
that is, those that can be inherited parent to progeny.

Technical definitions
Vector. A vehicle for the movement of genetic 
material. This can be a virus, used to ‘inject’ 
genetic material into a target organism, or a 
plasmid. A plasmid is a circular DNA molecule 
which contains genetic material of interest. 

Genetic material. Genetic material can be DNA or 
RNA in the context of this document.

All bacterial names will be given in Italics with 
the genus capitalised, such as Streptococcus 
thermophilus.

Gene. A gene is a section of DNA that is able 
to be converted into a protein. Proteins act to 
carry out the functions required to support all life. 
Genes are able to be manipulated to alter the 
function of a protein.

CRISPR/Cas
This is the most popular genome editing technique at 
the present time.

Background:
CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short 
Palindromic Repeats) and CRISPR-associate (Cas) 
genes, is an adaptive immune system found in 
some microorganisms that is able to protect the 
host against foreign genetic material. There are 
three types of CRISPR, with type 2 being the best 
understood. 

in biotechnological applications we can use CRISPR/
Cas technology to modify existing genes, remove 
existing genes and add new genes.

There are two branches of the technique; for 

simplicity, CRISPR/Cas-A and CRISPR/Cas-B.

CRISPR/Cas-A. In this approach a vector (which 
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may be inheritable, parent cell to progeny cells) is 
introduced into a target cell, this vector contains the 
genes encoding the CRISPR/Cas proteins in such a 
way that the target cell can produce the CRISPR/Cas 
proteins. The CRISPR/Cas proteins are then able to 
edit the host genome (more on this below).

CRISPR/Cas-B. In this approach the CRISPR/Cas 
proteins are injected into the target cell. In this 
approach the window for modification of the host 
genome is shorter than the other approach.

The key Cas protein is Cas9. It acts to cut the DNA. It 
can do this in several different ways, but for simplicity, 
it acts as molecular scissors.

The action of CRISPR/Cas:

In order to cut the correct part of the DNA, Cas9 
must be targeted. This targeting is done with a guide 
sequence. In the active Cas9 this guide sequence 
is a length of RNA, with the sequence matching the 
target DNA sequence. 

1. The target DNA is cleaved by Cas9.

2. The host acts to repair this cleavage through 
one of two methods, both with different 
outcomes. We have no control over which 
method the specific cell does, however, we 
can select for the ones we want after the fact.

• Non-Homologous End Joining. This 
approach generates a product which, when 
compared to the original DNA sequence, 
has lost or gained DNA bases in a random 
way. This approach will often inactivate the 
gene targeted but will not acquire foreign 
DNA sequences. Inactivation of genes is 
very useful in genetic modification. 

• Homology-directed Repair. This approach 
uses a second piece of DNA to repair the 
cleaved sequence. The repair template can 
be the other copy of the DNA found in the 
diploid host (If this too hasn’t been cleaved 
by CRISPR), or it can be an introduced 
template sequence. The host cell finds 
DNA which matches the damaged DNA on 
either side of the cleavage and then repairs 
the cleavage by inserting a sequence that 
matches the repair template. If a repair 
template is provided to the cell with 

20   For more detailed information on CRISPR/Cas, here is a link to a good review article https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-04252-2

ends complementing the DNA around 
the Cas9 target site, new DNA may be 
incorporated into the genome. In this way, 
genetic engineers can introduce new DNA 
elements into a genome. Additionally, this 
technique can be used to remove sections 
of the genome.

In either of these situations, the resulting cells are 
screened to ensure the correct modification has 
occurred and only those which pass this investigation 
are used for any further development. It is 
recommended, and for NZ applications we believe 
it should be a requirement that the whole genome is 
sequenced using a combination of short- and long-
read sequencing technologies (discussed further on 
p. 12).

Strengths and weaknesses of CRISPR/Cas

• Strengths

 – Highly specific outcomes. If used 
correctly, CRISPR/Cas can generate 
highly specific modifications to a 
genome in a stable way.

 – Can be used on any organism with 
minimal modification

• Weaknesses

 –  It can take many attempts to generate 
the desired product, and can be 
difficult with limited materials.

 –  Off-target products. CRISPR/Cas 
is an immune system that has been 
applied to genome editing. An 
immune system has a bit of wobble 
in the system to ensure it catches 
variants of the target as well as the 
target. As a result, when applied to 
genome editing, CRISPR/Cas often 
results in off-target modifications. To 
select against these, short- and long-
read sequencing technologies can be 
used in combination on the product to 
detect any off-target modifications (as 
discussed below, p. 12).20

TALEN
• TALEN (Transcription Activator-Like 

Effector Nucleases) are restriction enzymes 
that can be re-designed to ensure high 
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target specificity. The relationship between 
the amino acid sequence of the TALEN 
and the DNA sequence is quite simple and 
enables target specificity.

• The action of TALEN is similar to CRISPR/
Cas with the TALEN cleaving the DNA 
and the host repairing the cleaved DNA 
with Non-Homologous end joining or 
Homology directed repair.  

•  TALEN is very popular for plant genome 
editing, used to create economically 
important food crops with improved 
nutritional qualities.

•  TALEN has been used on mammalian cell 
lines, including humans. In mice TALEN 
has been used to make gene knock-out 
mice, a tool for the determination of gene 
roles.

•  TALEN shows where CRISPR will go. 
TALEN has been around longer and offers 
similar results. It is an excellent case study

• TALEN is more expensive than CRISPR, 
and hence will be used less and less as 
CRISPR gains popularity.21

Zinc finger nucleases
• Zinc finger nucleases (ZFN) are artificial 

restriction enzymes where a zinc finger 
domain is fused to a DNA cleavage 
domain. They can be engineered to be 
sequence specific, and can modify the 
genome using the same DNA repair 
techniques.

 – ZFN are often used to remove alleles 
from an organism’s genome, effectively 
speeding up traditional breeding 
approaches. In these approaches one 
allele is targeted and cleaved using 
a ZFN and the heterologous allele is 
used to repair the damage, effectively 
generating a homozygote at that allele. 
In this approach, foreign DNA is not 
introduced, it is basically controlling a 
process that can occur naturally.

 – The main concern, again, is off-target 
effects. With the method of genome 

21   For more information about TALEN, see https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3547402/

22   For more detail on ZFN, see https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3176093/

23   For more about Agrobacteria, see https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4285021/

validation proposed later in this 
document, this is not a real concern, as 
the producer needs to determine the 
true genome of the GMO.22

Agrobacteria
• Agrobacteria are gram negative bacteria 

that use horizontal gene transfer to 
introduce genetic material into a host 
organism. Agrobacteria are used to 
transfer genetic material to plants and 
fungi. The approach is quite simple. 
A plasmid is modified to include the 
genetic material of interest between 
two border elements that the bacteria 
transfects into the target plant or fungi. 
The material of interest is often paired with 
an antibiotic resistance element such that 
the successfully transformed organisms 
can be selected. This approach selects 
for organisms that have incorporated the 
foreign DNA in a stable way. Genome 
sequencing can be used to confirm 
insertion site.

• This approach has been used in the US 
quite successfully for crop plants such as 
soy, corn, and rice, to name a few.23

Proof of modification
Regardless of the technique used, the key is in 
proving the modifications present are in an otherwise 
unmodified background (to prove no other foreign 
genetic material has been sneaked in). The best 
way to find the true genome of an organism is the 
approach used by Associate Professor Russell Poulter 
in the PSA court case. 

In this approach, long sequencing reads (of 5000-
10000 nucleotides from a PacBio sequencer) are used 
to build the framework of the genome, the exact base 
can be determined by assembling these sequencing 
reads. To get higher certainty into each specific base, 
the genome is sequenced again using short-read 
sequencing technologies (usually 50-150 nucleotides; 
Illumina tends to be the best in this regard). The 
shorter reads have a lower error rate and higher 
depth of sequence coverage, which helps when 
determining the true base at each position. However, 
some organisms do not have solved genomes due 
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to genome complexity; so in some cases special 
consideration is needed, and should be done on a 
case by case basis where required.

Key scientific developments 
since 2003
We now have the ability to easily do ‘natural’ 
style genetic engineering in which the product is 
indistinguishable from a natural variant. This style 
of GE should be allowed, as we have no way of 
stopping it or even of detecting it and allowing it 
means we can set the checks and balances.

Genome sequencing technology has become very 
affordable. With combined approaches using long 
reads to resolve overall structure and short reads to 
resolve base pair nature, it is possible to identify the 
true genome of an organism with high certainty. This 
approach would give confidence as to the true genetic 
nature of the organism.

The producer/commercial interest of the organism 
should prove the genetic nature of three samples and 
fund the independent genome validation undertaken 
by two independent research facilities such as Genetic 
Otago and Massey. These organisations should be 
funded so that they are able to report the true findings.  
A certain level of natural variation must be allowed for 
in the samples, but this should be random and any 
unwanted or random mutation should not be reflected 
in all samples. This serves as a good check when 
investigating the provided genomes.

GE IN NZ – OUR 
PROPOSED APPROACH
Regulating by the technology used to produce the 
organism rather than the outcome of the change makes 
little sense in a world where technology moves so fast. 

We therefore propose the following three classes:

Class 1 – Natural and 
induced variants
Organisms in nature contain a huge variety. The 
earliest evidence of human agriculture some 6000 to 
10,000 years ago was little more than selecting the 
natural variants that exist in nature and propagating 

them. Then those variants would change slowly over 
time accumulating small mutations. Those mutations 
that were beneficial were identified and selected for 
further breeding. Now days we want to speed that 
process up a little so that instead of waiting 1000 
years for the right mutation, we can induce it. 

As long as the mutation could have occurred in 
nature, the organism should be considered Class 
1. This would be regardless of the technique used 
to generate it, be it CRISPR CAS-9 mutations, EMS 
mutations, or simply exposing seeds to sunlight.

Class 2 – Classical and 
molecular breeding
Selecting the strongest natural variant is only one 
half of the equation when it comes to breeding crops 
that are better for our health, the environment or 
the economy. In the search for better plants, animal 
and bugs, breeders would often look to the natural 
variation that already existed and breed it with more 
domesticated crops. This process would introduce 
new traits into the crops that we are already familiar 
with. This process can take tens to hundreds of years 
and is often imprecise. Some undesirable traits can 
also be introduced using the crude tool of sexual 
reproduction. 

With the advent of new technologies, we are now able 
to introduce traits found in closely related species (think 
apples to pears). If the trait or gene could be introduced 
through an extensive classical breeding programme, it 
should be considered a Class 2 organism.

Class 3 – True transgenics 
Modern technologies also enable us to create new 
species that would have been virtually impossible to 
create with old tech. However, it can have enormous 
benefit, mostly in the production of medicine. 
Medicine is at its roots, overcoming nature. Scientists 
find ways to combat the most natural of processes, 
getting sick and dying. All species get sick and die: 
only humans can do something about it. 

Any organism that contains genes from a very foreign 
species that could not have gotten there through 
natural mean should be a considered Class 3.  This is 
the most powerful use of the technology, and should 
be reserved for uses other than economic, such as 
saving people’s lives.
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PROPOSED 
REGULATORY 
CHANGES 

Summary of TOP’s proposed 
approach

Class 1 Natural and 
induced variants

Unregulated

The release of these organisms into the wild is permitted because there 
is no change to the organism that could not have occurred by chance in 
nature. No application to the EPA would be required.

Class 2 Classical 
and molecular 
breeding

Similarity approval

An application to the EPA must be made, but approval is automatic if it is 
demonstrated that the changes to the organism could have been achieved 
by classical breeding techniques, even if those techniques were not used in 
the generation of the organism. Required to submit a genome, or sequence 
of changed area along with the release. 

Need not become public record for IP purposes but must be signed off as 
legitimate.

Class 3

True transgenics

Environmental or 
medical approval

An application to the EPA must be made. Approval for release can be 
given if the benefit to the environment or to human or animal health is 
demonstrated to outweigh the potential harm. The release of Class 3 
transgenics will be decided by a scientific panel.
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BENEFITS AND RISKS 
Benefit Risk

Health A lot of modern medicine 
requires GE at some level. 
Clearer guidelines will make 
it possible for New Zealand 
to start producing its own 
medicine as well as having 
better access to the most 
advanced medicine being 
produced around the world

After more than 25 years of 
GE of food and medicine, GE 
technology has been shown 
to be no more dangerous than 
conventional techniques. 

Environmental There are huge environmental 
problems that need to be 
addressed in the world today. 
Trying to combat those without 
the most advanced technology 
is like trying to stop the tide 
with a sand castle. Minor 
changes to our GE regulation 
will help New Zealand combat 
climate change and react 
quickly to new threats to our 
precious ecosystems. 

Caution should always be 
applied when introducing new 
species into New Zealand. 
TOP’s policy would not make 
it any easier to introduce new 
species into New Zealand’s 
ecosystem. 

Economic  A clear outcomes-based 
classification of new organisms 
will make it clear to our trading 
partners exactly how food 
has been produced. This will 
make it easier to develop new 
varieties, easier to trade as 
well. It will also make it much 
easier to translate the excellent 
research New Zealand scientists 
are carrying out into economic 
gain.

There are already products 
from genetically modified soy 
and cotton in New Zealand. 
Our biggest economic risk is 
being left behind. New Zealand 
has often been a world leader 
in innovation. If we do not 
change our GMO laws, we 
risk being left behind, rather 
than leading the world in new 
advances. 
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THREE USE CASES
Modern biomedical research wouldn’t be where it was 
today without genetically modified organisms. Genetic 
manipulation techniques allow us to model human 
diseases in animal models which enables us to test 
therapies and identify disease characteristics which it 
simply isn’t ethical to do in humans. These points serve 
as a good indication of where we are, but where can this 
technology go in a medical context? The sky’s the limit. 
Human creativity is limited only by our imagination, for 
example: edible vaccines. 

Edible vaccines
Edible vaccines are currently under development around 
the world. The idea is that genetically manipulated 
plants can be used to produce an antigenic protein in 
the consumable parts of the plant, such as the fruit or 
roots.24 When eaten, the antigenic protein is absorbed 
into the bloodstream to stimulate the immune system 
to generate an immune response to the antigen.25 This 
approach to vaccination would be much cheaper than 
our current approaches to vaccination, and in the case 
of small children requiring essential vaccinations early in 
life, making it possible to avoid the needle. However, it 
may not be possible to use this approach to vaccinate 
against all pathogens. As Kiwis we have often taken 
duty of care over less developed nations. Development 
of this technology would enable us to provide cost-
effective vaccination methods for developing nations 
around the globe.

Removing microplastics 
from water
Our oceans are acting as sinks for our consumer-driven 
economies. Perhaps one of the most striking examples 

24  Concha, C., Cañas, R., Macuer, J., Torres, M., Harrada, A., Jamett, F., and Ibàñez, C. Disease Prevention: An Opportunity to Expand Edile Plant-Based Vaccines? 

Vaccines (Basel) 5(2):14. 2017.
25   Austin, Harry P., et al. ‘Characterization and engineering of a plastic-degrading aromatic polyesterase.’ Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences 115.19 (2018): E4350-E4357.

26   Pelosi, A., Shepherd, R., Guzman, G., Hamill, J., Meeusen, E., Sanson, G., and Walmsley, A. The release and induced immune responses of a plant-made and 

delivered antigen in the mouse gut. Current Drug Delivery. 8(6):612-21, 2011.

27   Cole, M., Lindeque, P., Halsband, C., and Galloway, T. Microplastics as contaminants in the marine environment: a review. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 62(12) 2588-
97, 2011.

28   Li, J., Liu, H., and Chen P. Microplastics in freshwater systems: a review on occurrence, environmental effects, and methods for microplastics detection. 137, 

362-74, 2018.

29   Austin, H., Allen, M., Donohoe, B., Rorrer, N., Kearns, F., Silveira, R., Pollard, B., Dominick, G., Duman, R., Omari, K., Mykhaylyk, V., Wagner, A., Michener, W., 

Amore, A., Skaf, M., Crowley, M., Thorne, A., Johnson, C., Woodcock, H., McGeehan, J. and Beckham, G. Characterization and engineering of a plastic-degrading 

aromatic polyesterase. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 115(19) E4350-7, 2018.

is the accumulation of plastics. The plastics zone in the 
northern Pacific Ocean is an ecological disaster.

Bioremediation is the use of microorganisms to 
breakdown or consume environmental contaminants, 
cleaning up a polluted site. The microorganisms 
used for bioremediation can be naturally occurring or 
modified to improve the rate of degradation of the 
compound concerned.26 In the modern age humans 
have produced a wide range of new compounds 
with unusual chemistry, such as plastics, which are 
not commonly degraded by naturally occurring 
organisms. These compounds now pollute our 
environments, plastics have been found in all reaches 
of the oceans, even far down into the Marianas 
Trench. Their removal from our oceans is a big step 
in the right direction and many groups are working 
towards it. However, microplastics now exist. They 
are small plastic fragments that find their way into 
the food chain.27 Microplastics can also be found in 
fresh water.28 The effects of consumption of plastics 
and microplastics can range from harmless to lethal. 
Some plastics simply pass through the organism, but 
others can block the digestive tract or interfere with 
gas exchange. 

The truth is we don’t know where this story is going. 
We don’t know what long term effects plastics in our 
oceans will have, but already it doesn’t look good.

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is one of the most 
abundant synthetic polymers, more commonly known 
as the plastic used for water bottles. It is so popular 
for this use because it is resistant to biodegradation 
and can last hundreds of years in the environment. 
There is a bacteria, Ideonella sakaiensis, which uses 
PET as a major carbon source, through the action of 
a secreted enzyme called PETase.29 PETase could be 
modified to improve its capacity to degrade PET and 
even degrade other plastics. 

Under New Zealand’s current legislation, it is not 
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possible to generate and release such a bacterium. 
Yet every day more and more plastic accumulates 
around the world. We could move to reducing the 
total mass of discarded plastic world-wide, reducing 
the amount of plastic which will make its way into 
our food and water through careful use of plastic 
degrading organisms.

A gene editing approach to 
control Kauri dieback
Kauri dieback is a very serious disease that is killing 
our mightiest trees. There is currently no known cure 
or effective prevention method for Kauri dieback, and 
it is spreading.30 If we want to save this iconic tree 
species from extinction, we must act now. We need 
to use all the tools we have at our disposal, including 
gene editing. 

Kauri dieback is caused by Phytophthora agathidicida. 
Other members of the Phytophthora genus cause 
diseases such as late potato blight and root rot.31,32

Fortunately, there are some naturally occurring soil 
fungi that can help prevent the spread of Kauri dieback. 
These fungi have proven to have some effect at limiting 
the spread of other Phytophthora species.33,34 If we 
can use gene editing to enhance these natural allies 
of the Kauri trees, we might be able to combat this 
devastating disease. 

Whilst these fungi might get better at combating 
Kauri dieback through natural evolution process, that 
would take thousands of years to happen. We can 
use gene editing techniques to speed up this natural 
process, making an enhanced biocontrol to protect 
Kauri without changing the Kauri trees themselves. 
There is urgent work to be done, and we need to 
support our scientists by letting them use the best 
tools available.

TOP’S POLICY ON GENE 

30   https://www.forestandbird.org.nz/campaigns/kauri-dieback?gclid=Cj0KCQiA4aXiBRCRARIsAMBZGz9b54oqk2n4reoUVdKSEGJMvGqAlktx49FoHzcrpb7iE

fb_yGotu_MaAhN_EALw_wcB

31  http://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/intropp/lessons/fungi/oomycetes/pages/lateblight.aspx

32   https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0953756208606115

33   https://doi.org/10.1046/j.1365-3059.2000.00473.x

34  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325204582_Potential_of_combined_biological_control_agents_to_cope_with_Phytophthora_parasitica_a_major_

pathogen_of_Choisya_ternata

EDITING
Gene editing is one of the most exciting scientific 
tools to emerge internationally in the past ten years. 
It has the potential to solve intractable environmental 
problems, cure genetic diseases, and help people 
lead safer, healthier lives. It’s good for us and good 
for our planet.

But at the moment New Zealand’s regulations make it very 
difficult for our scientists to use it. We passed the HSNO 
Act in 1996 to regulate the research into and release of all 
living things that don’t already exist in New Zealand. Then 
we called a halt to review the science and how people 
felt about it. In 2001, the Royal Commission on Genetic 
Modification reported back to the government, saying that 
New Zealand should keep its options open and proceed 
carefully – but that ‘continuation of research is critical to 
New Zealand’s future’.

That sounds good, right? Not so, as it turned out. 
Despite the excellent research undertaken by Kiwi 
scientists, since 2003 only two applications have 
been approved by the regulator. They were both 
for vaccines (for horses). New plant varieties are 
being grown under containment, as part of research 
programmes, but not a single one of them has been 
approved for release. It’s a waste.

Things have changed a lot since 2003 – that’s pre-
broadband, pre-Facebook, pre-smart phone. And 
one of those changes is the new gene editing tools 
that scientists have developed overseas. They have 
the potential to treat a wide range of diseases 
with a genetic cause, ranging from cystic fibrosis, 
Huntington’s disease, and Duchenne’s muscular 
dystrophy to cancer and heart disease.

Gene editing is not like the old ‘genetic modification’. 
No new genetic material is added. Instead, specific 
genes in a particular genome can be turned on or 
off using a highly accurate tool called CRISPR. This 
tool has the potential to solve lots of problems we 
are struggling with. It could make kauri trees resistant 
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to kauri dieback or be used to remove microplastics 
from water, helping to clean up our waterways and 
groundwater. 

CRISPR offers a precise, fast way of developing new 
plant varieties, such as plants that can cope with 
newly introduced pests or the effects of climate 
change. It could even solve our possum problem, so 
that we can stop using 1080 poison.

TOP’s policy is to change the regulations and speed 
up the approval process for Kiwi scientists wanting 
to use CRISPR, so that applications with clear 
environmental, social, and economic benefits are 
approved, not shoved on the back burner. This will be 
done by narrowing the definition of a new organism 
in the HSNO Act. That means the plant varieties 
that our scientists develop will be held to the same 
standard as those we already import from countries 
such as Australia and the US. 

We will also empower the Environmental Protection 
Agency to review the best gene editing science from 
overseas, so we can take advantage of developments 
that could cure debilitating genetic diseases such 
as cystic fibrosis, which is the most common life-
threatening inherited disease in New Zealand. Around 
1 in 25 of us carry the CF gene.

TOP’s gene editing policy is designed to help New 
Zealanders lead healthier lives, develop healthier 
crops, protect our precious environment, and benefit 
from leading international scientific developments.
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1 https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-panel-experts-calls-ban-editing-human-dna-avoid-unethical-tampering-hereditary-traits

What is the difference between gene editing and 
genetic modification? 
Genetic modification is a broad term. It covers a wide 
range of tools that include gene editing but mainly 
refers to the much older technologies where genetic 
material from elsewhere has been added to the 
genome of an organism, making it ‘transgenic’. 

Gene editing is a new tool (developed in 2013) 
that can be used for adding new genetic material 
but also can be used to create subtler changes, 
such as turning on or off a specific gene to confer 
an advantage. In these instances no new genetic 
material is added. The results are identical to those 
from traditional plant breeding. It is these subtler 
changes that our policy seeks to make easier to 
undertake in New Zealand. Regulation of traditional 
GMO (adding new material) would stay the same. 

Will you allow gene editing on humans? 
In principle, yes. We believe gene editing will 
soon be able to cure single-gene disorders such as 
Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy or cystic fibrosis that 
cause misery and shorten children’s lives. But we 
expect that the research will be done overseas, not in 
New Zealand.

Didn’t a UNESCO expert panel just call for a 
temporary ban on gene editing on human DNA?
Yes, they did. UNESCO is suggesting a ban on 
‘germline editing’ – that is, making changes to a 
person’s DNA that will be heritable – passed on to 
their descendants. We think that germline editing 
raises all kinds of big ethical questions that society 
needs to discuss and agree on1. 

We are definitely not advocating germline editing 
for humans. We aren’t in favour of ‘designer babies’. 
We are in favour of curing debilitating single-gene 
disorders on people that have already been born. 

What are the potential economic benefits of this for NZ Inc? 
There are many. We will be able to develop better plant 
varieties much faster than using traditional breeding 
methods. Those varieties could be more nutritious fruit 
(e.g. apples and kiwifruit with more antioxidants in them 
that are better for your health) or perhaps plants that are 
resistant to certain pests (such as myrtle rust, which is a 
big threat to our manuka honey industry). We can use 
gene editing to develop plant varieties that are better 
able to cope with the impact of climate change – better 
able to tolerate hotter average temperatures or lower 
rainfall, for instance. 

Plus we can use gene editing to solve some really big 
NZ problems, such as possum control (to protect our 
precious native birds). NZ has spent 30-odd years and 
millions of dollars on research to develop bio-control 
methods to eradicate possums, without success. At 
present, 1080 poison is the best solution we’ve got. 
But gene editing could change all that. 

Won’t this risk New Zealand’s clean and green GMO 
free brand? 
Regulation of traditional GMO (transgenic) is 
unchanged. Gene editing technology in our policy 
is indistinguishable from selective breeding.  In fact, 
allowing gene editing technology could actually 
improve New Zealand’s ‘clean and green’ brand.  
For example, New Zealand’s image has taken a big 
hit from dirty dairying in the past 20 years. Visitors 
to New Zealand are appalled by our dirty rivers 
and polluted lakes. (So are we – TOP wants to sort 
that out too.)  Gene editing could help restore the 
promise of this brand by helping us reduce pollution 
and the need for sprays and chemicals. 

Won’t this risk New Zealand’s trading relationships? 
New Zealand’s major trading partners (with the 
exception of the EU) all have more pragmatic 
approaches to gene editing than we do. The United 
States is pretty much open slather Australia is closer 
to what we are proposing. 

In short if a new variety of potato comes out of the 
USA, it is probably a result of gene editing. And we 
wouldn’t know any different.

Won’t this policy just allow a free-for-all for 
frankenfoods? 
Not at all, if by ‘frankenfoods’ you mean transgenics, 
which contain genetic material from elsewhere. We 
propose that applications for transgenics go through 
the EPA approval process as at present. 

If it is so good, why hasn’t this happened sooner? 
Good question. The science has been moving pretty 
fast internationally, and our policy makers have 
dropped the ball. Other countries have already acted 
on this. New Zealand needs to catch up.

Is this a back door to GMO? 
Not at all. Our policy regarding GMOs involving new 
DNA is the same as the status quo: applications have 
to go through the EPA. 


